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The plan

Motivations, goals, game rules
Some history
The role of perception
Getting started with R, RStudio and ggplot2
More on what to show
Focus
Epistemic problems
Technical and mathematical problems
Statistical learning and probabilistic thinking
Statistical and analytical blunders
Basics of Bayesian thinking
Linear models
Causality and variable selection
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Motivations
It’s too easy to generate tables and visualisation.

This makes communication harder!

Bad graphs everywhere!

Cole Nussbaum [1]
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Lack of background

We learn some math at school.

We learn some arts at school.

Problem
We never learn to put them together, and think they’re opposite.
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Goal

To understand psychological factors that guide various visualization
choices

To be able to properly analyze data yourself (at a decent level, or at
least to understand some of the complexities involved)

To be able to visualize your data insights so that they clearly convey
your message

To be able to work in R, a statistical programming language
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Rules: final grade

Final test: 60 points (optional)
multiple choice with penalty points

Project: 60 points (optional)
two-three pages of meaningful text with at least two visualizations, bonus points
for animations
everything prepared in R markdown
feedback loop: idea -> draft -> feedback -> revisions -> f2 -> r2

Tutorial performance: 60 points (optional)
If you complete a free-fall exercise without much help, show us, get some points!

Final grade
As if out of 100.
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Contact

Updates - only here!
https://rfl-urbaniak.github.io/teaching/

Contact - only here!
rfl.urbaniak+teaching@gmail.com

https://rfl-urbaniak.github.io/teaching/
rfl.urbaniak+teaching@gmail.com
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Precursors

Spanish Relación, 1638
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Precursors

English The Daily Courant (invasion on Cadiz), 1702
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Precursors

Joseph Priestley (1733-1804)

A new chart of history, 1769
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Precursors

William Playfair (1759-1823)

Statistical breviary, 1801
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Precursors

A murder case coverage in The Times, 1806
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Precursors

William Mitchell Gillespie (1816-1868)

New-York Daily Tribune, 1849
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XIXth century explosion

Reasons
modern nation-states with increased interest in collecting economic
and demographic data
descriptive statistical methods used before in physical sciences began
to be used in social sciences (e.g. Adolphe Quelet, Francis Galton)
dawn of new sciences, such as epidemiology
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Florence Nigthingale (1820-1910) and the Crimean war

Causes of Mortality, 1856
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John Snown (1813-1858) and cholera in London

John Snow’s map, 1854
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Modern dark ages in statistics

Number of visualization historical landmarks per year, Friendly 2008
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The pictorial turn in newspapers

Newspapers became a prime site where visual art and popular forces met
and made their peace, and news contributed to the fullness of modernism
as it arrived in the twentieth century [. . . ] During the century, the news-
papers in the study shifted from the abundant complexity of the Victorian
era to the fixed simplicity of modernism. They adopted all the specific
forms commentators identified with the modern style: fewer columns, promi-
nent illustrations, horizontal layout, and simplified headline typography.
(Barnhurst & Nerone 2001)
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Yellow kid journalism (1895-1898)

Say what?
Sensational journalism in the circulation war between Joseph Pulitzer’s
New York World and William Randolph Hearst’s New York Journal
(Pulitzer tried to be more content-based but circulation shrank)

Yellow Kid, New York World and New York Journal
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Yellow kid journalism (1895-1898)

The sinking of Maine in the bay of Havana (notice the Spanish mine), New York Journal, Feb. 17, 1898
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Viennese Museum for Society and the Economy (1924)

Facts for the uneducated

ISOTYPE, universal visual language by Neurath, Arntz and Reidemeister

The “Bible”
Pictographs and Graphs: How to Make and Use Them, Modley &
Lowenstein, 1952
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ISOTYPE

A page from Fortune, 1929
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Birth of USA Today (1982)

A revolutionary weather map
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Birth of USA Today (1982)
its success expanded the use of graphics in print publications
tilted the stylistic balance towards the pictorial and lighthearted
art training, no quantitative expertise
in 1984 60% of 156 newspapers reported an increased use of news graphics, and
an additional 22% said that they had just incorporated them into their pages

Attention-grabbing examples
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What’s the problem?

Nearly all those who produce graphics for mass publication are
trained exclusively in the fine arts and have had little experience
with the analysis of data [. . . ] Illustrators too often see their
work as a exclusively artistic enterprise—the words "creative",
"concept", and "style" combine regularly in all possible permu-
tations, a Big Think jargon for the small task of constructing
a time-series a few data points long. Those who get ahead are
those who beautify data, never mind statistical integrity.
[Edward Tufte 1983]
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Nigel Holmes

Nigel Holmes at Time (1978-1994)
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Nigel Holmes

As long as the artist understands that the primary function is to
convey statistics and respect that duty, then you can have fun
(or be serious) with the image: that is, the form in which those
statistics appear. Boredom is as much a threat in visual design
as it is elsewhere in art and communication. The mind and eye
demand stimulation and surprise.
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Jan V. White

White’s textbook on visualization, 1984
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Jan V. White

To make dry statistics more evocative of their subject, it is often
wiser to concentrate the illustrative effort on the background
against which the bars are to be seen rather than on the bars
themselves, [. . . ] transforming the bars into pictorially descriptive
symbols such as chimneys or stacks or coins, or rows of people
is, clearly, also acceptable [. . . ] The material of which they are
made can be manipulated as the situation demands. For instance,
if the bars are too long to fit into a given space, why not fold
them back? You can break them, roll them back and even squash
them.
(Jan. V. White, 1984)
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Jan V. White

White’s textbook on visualization, 1984
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Computer-age graphics

George Rorick, hand-made visualisation, 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
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Computer-age graphics

Apple, 1984

PostScript & Adobe Illustrator, 1987 (raster vs. vector files)

Adobe Photoshop, 1989

We went from some very nice illustrated graphics to some very
poor computer-generated graphics, but that was the limitations
of the technology, and it took about at least five years, maybe
more, before we started to see the computer graphics start to rise
up in quality.
John Grimwade (check out his website!)
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Backlash against chartoons

Tukey 1977, Bertin 1967
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Backlash against chartoons

Tufte 1983, 1990
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Backlash against chartoons

Sometimes decoration can help editorialize about the substance
of the graphic. But it is wrong to distort the data measures —the
ink locating values of numbers— in order to make an editorial
comment or fit a decorative scheme.
(Tufte 1983: 59)
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Backlash against chartoons

If you belong to the school of people who believe that charts
should only present statistics in the most straightforward, plain
way, with no other visual help to the reader, for example, than
the bar of the bar chart, the line of the fever graph, the circle
of the pie chart, or the rules of the table, then move on to
another part of the book [. . . ] Boredom is as much a threat in
visual design as it is elsewhere in art and communication. The
mind and eye demand stimulation and surprise [. . . ] Even a
smile will encourage a reader to look into the statistics he or she
might not have thought of reading in a less embellished chart.
(Holmes 1984: 72)
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Backlash against chartoons

Too many data presentations [. . . ] seek to attract and divert
attention by means of display apparatus and ornament. Chartjunk
has come to corrupt all sorts of information exhibits and computer
interfaces (Tufte 1990: 33)
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Backlash against chartoons

Holmes’ chart in the Times magazine
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Backlash against chartoons

Consider this unsavory exhibit at right —chockablock with cliché
and stereotype, coarse humor, and a content-empty third dimen-
sion. Is it the product of a visual sensitivity in which a thigh-graph
with a fishnet-stocking grid counts as Creative Concept. [...] Lurk-
ing behind chartjunk is contempt for both information and for
the audience. Chartjunk promoters imagine that numbers and
details are boring, dull, and tedious, requiring ornament to enliven.
Cosmetic decoration, which frequently distorts the data, will never
salvage an underlying lack of content. If the numbers are boring,
then you’ve got the wrong numbers. Credibility vanishes in clouds
of chartjunk; who would trust a chart that looks like a video game?
(Tufte 1990: 34).
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Backlash against chartoons

Graphical competence demands three quite different skills: the
substantive, statistical, and artistic. Yet now [in the early 80s]
most graphical work, particularly at news publications, is under the
direction of but a single expertise —the artistic. Allowing artist-
illustrators to control the design and content of statistical graphics
is almost like allowing typographers to control the content, style,
and editing of prose.
(Tufte 1983: 87).
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Recent developments
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Recent developments

Geek takeover
more information density and more data
visualization desks more independent from arts departments
the 90s and early 2000s: illustration-driven explanations, sometimes
supplemented by small and straight-forward statistical graphs and
data maps
today, the balance has shifted to presentations that rely mainly on the
visual display of data, both quantitative and qualitative
often, no longer detached “graphics departments”. Data journalists,
nerd journalism!
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Recent developments

Check out Malofiej awards (1992)

Malofiej awards website
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Recent developments

Example (“new era”, 3 mln. in no time)

Snowfall at NY Times
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Recent developments
Example (most popular piece in Times, 2013)

How Y’all quiz, NYT
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For the tutorial

Complete the introductory instructions about github, bring a flash drive!
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Lecture 2
The role of perception
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Exploratory data visualisation

Look at the data!
understand and learn the structure
obtain insights to pursue
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Anscombe's quarted
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Exploratory data visualisation
INcome and voter turnout
Jackman (1980)on Hewitt (1977). The original paper had argued for a
significant association between voter turnout and income inequality based
on a quantitative analysis of eighteen countries.

Jackman’s illustration of outlier impact
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Chartjunk?

Data-to-ink ratio
Graphical excellence is the well-designed presentation of interesting
data—a matter of substance, of statistics, and of design.
[It] consists of complex ideas communicated with clarity, precision,
and efficiency.
[It] is that which gives to the viewer the greatest number of ideas in
the shortest time with the least ink in the smallest space.
[It] is nearly always multivariate. And graphical excellence requires
telling the truth about the data.
(Tufte 1983, 51)
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Chartjunk?

Example of chartjunk
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Chartjunk?

Holmes’s Monstrous costs are more readily recalled (Bateman et al. 2010)
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In contrast

Minard’s visualisation of Napoleon’s retreat
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Golden middle?

E. W. Anderson et al. (2011) found that Tufte’s (C) proved to be the most cognitively difficult for viewers to interpret.
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Bad data

“How Stable Are Democracies?" Warning Signs Are Flashing Red, The Times, 2016
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Bad data

“How Stable Are Democracies?" Warning Signs Are Flashing Red, The Times, 2016

cross-sectional rather than longitudinal (line graph suggests
otherwise)!

Seems like people were asked “is it essential to live in democracy”?

In fact, 10-point scale, lines for those who gave 10s.
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Bad data

Erik Voeten: same data, mean responses
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Bad perception

A default bar graph in Excel
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Bad perception

Junk free, still hard to interpret
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Bad perception

William S. Cleveland’s example of the impact of the aspect ratio (no real convergence)
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Perception and data visualisation
Edges
Make some thinks easier to see. Even if they’re not there.

Hermann’s grid effect (1870): blobs at intersections
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Perception and data visualisation

Edges
Make some thinks easier to see. Even if they’re not there.

Mach bands: where do you see more contrast?

same shade of grey is perceived differently depending on background
distinguishing shades of brightness is not uniform either (we better
distinguish dark shades)
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Perception and data visualisation

Attraction to edges

Adelson’s checkershadows

Not like magic trick!
After I explain, you still cannot stop seeing these.
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Using colors
Three compontents

luminance (conventionally: brightness)
hue (conventionally: color)
chrominance/chroma (conventionally: intensity)

Luminance, Luminance + chroma, all, diverging with a neutral point, unordered

Question
How to meaningfully map data to colors, avoiding blinding the color-blind,
and without introducing confusion?
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Preattentive search

Find the blue circles

shape and color are two distinct channels

pop-out on the color channel is stronger

dual channels slow people down
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Looking for structure

Which is more random?
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Gestalt inferences

Proximity, similarity, connection, continuity, closure, figure and ground, common fate

upper left: proximity > shape

upper right: color > shape, proximity

middle: left (no clarity), right: connection > shape

connection/fate, left-to-right (note continuity)
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Impact on graph decoding

Cleveland & McGill, 1984, 1987, Heer & Bostock 2010
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Impact on graph decoding

we do best with relative position aligned on a common scale

when elements are not aligned but still share a scale, comparison is a
little harder

it is more difficult again to compare the lengths of lines without a
common baseline

we misjudge angles and areas

we’re even worse with the change of slope
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Re-thinking channels

the channels has to be able to capture the values properly (e.g. avoid
gradient scale with categorical data?)

try to choose the most effective channels (e.g. avoid encoding
numbers as areas)

given a channel, error rate depends on minor choices (e.g. wrong
sequence of colors)
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Clutter and gestalt

Signal-to-noise ratio
you’re fighting for the viewer’s attention!
eliminate redundant cognitive load!
Remembering gestalt principles may help here
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Proximity

Separate by empty space to group, no need to draw anything more
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Similarity

Use similarity to capture additional grouping
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Enclosure

Enclosure is even stronger, use sparingly
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Closure

Often borders and backgrounds are unnecessary
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Continuity

Avoid lines which can be obtained by continuity
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Lack of visual order

No channels used to introduce order
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Lack of visual order

Ordered by various channels

notice left-to-right, top-to-bottom

notice how dropping diagonal elements improves clarity

Same applies to text: the reading of rotated text 45 degrees is 52%
slower (text rotated 90 degrees in either direction is 205% slower).
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White space

Never add data just for the sake of adding data
Only add data with a thoughtful and specific purpose in mind!
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Contrast

It’s easy to spot a hawk in a sky full of pigeons, but as the variety of birds
increases, that hawk becomes harder and harder to pick out.
(Colin Ware, Information Visualization: Perception for Design, 2004)

What’s the lesson here?
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Contrast

It’s easy to spot a hawk in a sky full of pigeons, but as the variety of birds
increases, that hawk becomes harder and harder to pick out.
(Colin Ware, Information Visualization: Perception for Design, 2004)

Better?
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Decluttering: a case study

Initial visualization
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Decluttering: a case study

Chart borders were redundant
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Decluttering: a case study

Grid lines only if specific values are essential
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Decluttering: a case study

Data markers add no content
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Decluttering: a case study

Clean up axis labels
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Decluttering: a case study

Label data directly
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Decluttering: a case study

Leverage consistent colors
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Decluttering: a case study

Before & after
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Getting started with R, RStudio and ggplot2
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More on what to show
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Importance of context

Exploratory visualisation
Not much care to the fine details
Multiple visualizations for yourself before you find the pearl

Explanatory visualisation
Don’t show them everything!
Focus on key messages and polish their presentation
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Who, what, how

Who are you addressing?
Find common ground, identify how much you can assume
Communicating to too many disparate audiences you will fail
Do they think you know what you’re doing, or do you have to
convince them?
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Who, what, how

What do you want them to learn?
First, three-minute story: before producing a graph, come up with a
short elevator pitch for what you want to convey

Next: a big picture statement: articulate your unique point of view,
convey what’s at stake, make it a complete sentence
Only then, prepare the visualization, keeping these in mind
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Who, what, how

How will you communicate?
Live presentation?
Written text?
just the visualization?

The less control you have, the more details you need!

If talking
Know your stuff and practice, practice, practice! Never read!
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Choosing the visual

Embarassment of riches
Out of hundreds of methods, only 10-20 are really good.
The rest is fluff.
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Choosing the visual

Key display methods
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Simple text

Key strategy
Focus on the number(s)
Perhaps add a few supporting words
Messing with more you will lose the oomph
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Simple text

Stay-at-home moms (original)

Lots of space lost on
graphing two data points
Lot of detailed commentary
that can be said, moved to a
footnote or the figure
description
What do you think about
“The number of children
having a traditional
stay-at-home mom decreased
more than 50% between
1970 and 2012”?
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Simple text

Stay-at-home moms, remade
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Tables

Good for
communicating to a mixed audience whose members might be
interested in different rows
multiple different units of measurement

Bad for
Live presentation
A more narrative take
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Tables

Key rule
Let the data get the attention

Avoid heavy borders
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Heatmap

Leverage color saturation to convey relative magnitude
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Scatterplot

Original scatterplot
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Scatterplot

Use colors and a line to make a point
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Line graph

Single or multiple series with color for emphasis, note consistent intervals
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Line graph

If showing a summary with a range, be clear about what you’re showing
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Slopegraph

Use for two time periods or paired sets of for comparison
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Slopegraph

Use color for emphasis
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Barplots for categorical data

Lack of zero baseline leads to false visual comparison (Fox News)
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Barplots for categorical data

The visual increase is 460%, the actual increase is 13%, lie ratio of 35.38

35 − 34 = 1

39.6 − 34 = 5.6

5.6 − 1 = 4.6

4.6/1 = 4.6

(39.6 − 35)/35 = .13
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Barplots for categorical data

Note y axis moved to the left, labels pulled inside
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Barplots for categorical data

Balancing the width
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Vertical bar chart

Adding series becomes messy; if you really do this, use color for emphasis
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Stacked bar chart

Only if you really care about the total
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Waterfall chart

If you want to focus on intermediate changes
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Horizontal barplot

Easy to read if category names are longer
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Area graph

Avoid, unless you visualize vastly different numbers
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Pie charts are evil

Which supplier is the largest? What’s your percentage estimate?
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Pie charts are evil

Now with labels
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Pie charts are evil

Now with labels

What’s wrong?
Don’t use 3D!
Even without 3D, we’re bad with angles!
If you need the labels to avoid confusion, the visualization failed
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Pie charts are evil

What to do instead
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Don’t use 3D

What are the actual values?
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Don’t use secondary y-axis

This is hard to read without confusion
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Don’t use secondary y-axis

Label directly or pull apart using the same x-axis; note you imply a connection!
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Leverage focus
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Preattentive attributes

Count threes here
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Preattentive attributes

Count threes now
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Preattentive attributes

Various preattentive attributes
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Preattentive attributes in text

Notice the difference in grade of attention
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Preattentive attributes in text

Notice the difference in grade of attention
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Preattentive attributes in text

Create visual hierarchy
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Preattentive attributes in graphs

Original graph
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Preattentive attributes in graphs

Show information with color
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Preattentive attributes in graphs

Even more focus with a hierarchy
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Preattentive attributes in graphs

Use colors sparingly, after exploratory analysis
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Preattentive attributes in graphs

A simple test
Create your visual
Close your eyes or look away
Look back at it: where are your eyes drawn first?
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Preattentive attributes in graphs

Things to pay attention to
use colors consistently: change in colors suggests change in meaning!
8% of men and .5% of women are colorblind (no shades of red/ no
shades of green)
use vischeck.com to simulate what a colorblind person would see

vischeck.com
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Epistemic problems in data analysis
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Key epistemic problems

Epistemology
The branch of philosophy that deals with the nature, origin, and scope of
our knowledge.

The usual epistemic flaws
Assuming that the data we are using is a perfect reflection of reality
Forming conclusions about the future based on historical data only
Seeking to use data to verify a previously held belief rather than to
test it to see whether it’s actually false
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Why care?

Car driving
We don’t need to know how the car works to drive it!

Data analysis
This is more like cooking, you need to know what goes it and how it’s
combined!
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Data-reality gap

Examples
It’s not crime, it’s reported crime.
It’s not the outer diameter of a mechanical part, it’s the measured
outer diameter.
It’s not how the public feels about a topic, it’s how people who
responded to the survey are willing to say they feel.
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Meteorites
The Meteological Society provides data for 34,513 meteorites that struck
the surface of the earth between 2500 BCE and 2012.

Meteors landing (map by Ramon Martinez)

https://www.lpi.usra.edu/meteor/metbull.php
https://public.tableau.com/profile/ramon.martinez#!/vizhome/meteorite_fall_on_%20earth/Meteoritefallonearthvisualized
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Meteorites

Meteors landing (map by Ramon Martinez)

Question
Why this doesn’t tell us where meteorites are more likely to strike the
Earth?

Answer
It tells us where meteorites are more likely to have fallen (in the past), and
were observed by someone who reported it to someone who recorded it
faithfully.

https://public.tableau.com/profile/ramon.martinez#!/vizhome/meteorite_fall_on_%20earth/Meteoritefallonearthvisualized
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Meteors

Reported meteors landing in time
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Earthquakes

The United States Geological Survey provides an Earthquake Archive
Search.

Question
Why isn’t this a cause for alarm?

https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/search/
https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/search/
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Earthquakes

Connection with detection methods development (Ben Jones)
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Bicycles

The City of Seattle Department of Transportation has installed two
inductive loops on the pedestrian/bicycle pathways of the bridge.

Fremont Bridge, Seattle (the most opened drawbridge in the United States, 35/day)

https://data.seattle.gov/Transportation/Fremont-Bridge-Bicycle-Counter/65db-xm6k
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Bicycles

Think!

Equipment error
Now the dataset is fixed by averaging.
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Ebola

WHO fatalities count

Important distinction
Suspected/probable/confirmed.
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A wider perspective so far

measurement systems change

definitions change

missing data

misclassified data
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The fudging

The number of minutes past the hour that pilots provide when they report to the FAA that their aircraft struck wildlife, n= 85k

Note the geometric regularity
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The fudging

This looks kinda normal, right?
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The fudging

How about now?
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The fudging

Another example, footbal players
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Inconsistent ratings

The task (Ben Jones)
Rate a series of 10 banana photos on a ripeness scale:
unripe, almost ripe, ripe, very ripe, or overripe

Images tested on 231 respondents; do you see anything tricky here?

Look at bananas 2 and 10!
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Inconsistent ratings

85 respondents had inconsistent ratings for the repeated banana.
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Inconsistent ratings

Sankey diagram of opinion change
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Inconsistent ratings

The majority increased their ripeness rating
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Inconsistent ratings

The ninth banana
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General points here

Our ratings and opinions have a degree of noise in them, even over
short time horizons, and that we’re possibly influenced to some
degree by the context

Every measurement system has some degree of error due to
challenges with repeatability and reproducibility.
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What to do?

Keep in mind!
Every data point that exists was collected, stored, accessed, and analyzed
via imperfect processes by fallible human beings dealing with equipment
that has built-in measurement error.

Do your homework!
The more we know about these processes—the equipment used, the
protocol followed, the people involved, the steps they took, their
motivations—the better equipped we will be to assess the data-reality gap.
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What to do

Key steps
Clearly understand the operational definitions of all metrics.

Draw the data collection steps as a process flow diagram.
Understand the limitations and inaccuracies of each step in the
process.
Identify any changes in method or equipment over time.
Seek to understand the motives of the people collecting and reporting.
Could there be any biases or incentives involved?
Visualize the data and investigate any shifts, outliers, and trends for
possible discrepancies.
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Confirmation bias

How about. . .
. . . we use data to verify our hypotheses?

No!
Focus in finding out what isn’t true about our previously held conceptions
about the world we live in, and to suggest additional questions for which
we don’t have any answers yet!
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Confirmation bias

The induction step
We often assume that singular statements that we encounter in data verify
universal truths, beyond the time, place, and conditions in which data were
collected.

t’s not just how many times bikes crossed the Fremont bridge in April
2014, it’s how many bikes cross the bridge in general.
It’s not just the preference of certain particular customers, it’s the
preference of all other potential customers as well.
It’s not just that the pilot manufacturing line had high yields during
qualification, it’s that the process will also have high yields at full
volume production as well.
It’s not just that a particular mutual fund outperformed all others last
year, it’s that it’ll be the best investment going forward.
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Unfalsifiability

The problem
Either we form a hypothesis that isn’t falsifiable, or we do our best to
protect our hypothesis from any possible attempt to show it to be false.

Ask yourself
Do we actively seek to prove our own hypotheses to be false, to debunk our
own myths, or do we mostly try to prove ourselves right and others wrong?
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Leaps in reasoning

The faulty process
1. Basic question ⇒
2. Data analysis ⇒
3. Singular statement ⇒ (unaware of the inductive leap)
4. Belief in a universal statement

Example
1. A bicycle counter on the Fremont bridge! Let’s learn about ridership

in my city.
2. Okay, I found some data from the Seattle Department of

Transportation, and it looks like. . .
3. 49,718 crossed in the eastbound direction, and 44,859 crossed headed

west in April 2014.
4. Hmm, so more bicycles cross the bridge headed east than west, then.

I wonder why that is? Maybe some riders cross to get to work in the
morning but ride the bus home.
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Leaps in reasoning

A better process
1. Basic question ⇒
2. Data analysis ⇒
3. Singular statement ⇒
4. Falsifiable universal statement hypothesis ⇒
5. An honest attempt to disprove it

Example
...

4. Hmm, so the counters registered higher counts in the eastbound
direction as compared to westbound that month. I wonder whether
all months have seen higher counts going east as opposed to west?

5. Let me see whether that’s not the case.
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Leaps in reasoning

The hypothesis was false, and the differences are minor
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Technical and mathematical problems
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Data wrangling

What is it?
Pre-processing raw data to obtain something susceptible to
visualisation and analysis.
Not sexy, but important.
50-80% of the work.

Every data is dirty
misspelled text values
date format issues
mismatching units
missing values
null values
incompatible geospatial coordinate formats
. . .
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Data wrangling

The Baltimore City Department of Transportation provides a downloadable
record of over 61300 car tow events dating from January 2017 back to
October 2012.

Head of the tow data

https://data.baltimorecity.gov/search
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Data wrangling

Average year of manufacture: 23. What?

Add2000 to years between 0 and 17 and 1900 to years greater than that
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Data wrangling

Long tail

description
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Data wrangling

Long tail

Check the outliers
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Data wrangling

Misspelled makes

Chevrolet, Chevy, Cheverolet, Chevolet, Peterbilt, Peterbutt, Mitshubishi, Mitsubishit, . . .
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Data wrangling

Misspelled makes

36 ways to spell one make
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Data wrangling
Misspelled makes

Open refine: from 899 to 507 makes
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Data wrangling

Google Analytics map of website views; say we want to compare to population. . .
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Data wrangling

Two population lists
World Bank web, 2016 country population
Wikipedia

So, how many countries are there?
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Data wrangling
WB list contains 82 grouped values, can you do inner join?

Differences in country lists
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Differences in country lists
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Mathematical problems

Summing quantities to various levels of aggregation, such as buckets
of time – the amount of some quantity per week, or month, or year

Dividing quantities in our data with other quantities in our data to
produce rates or ratios

Working with proportions or percentages

Converting from one unit of measure to another
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Mathematical problems

Recorded wildlife strikes by month (raw)
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Mathematical problems

Timeline of recorded wildlife strikes
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Mathematical problems

Granularity shift reveals the source of the problem
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Mathematical problems

Cooks’ strait (vs. Abel Tasman, 1642)
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Mathematical problems

Strikes again, now with attention
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Mathematical problems

Infectious diseases contracted by California residents from 2001 through
2015, Center for Infectious Diseases, California Department of Public
Health.

Head of the diseases dataset
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Mathematical problems

Question
Are there more for male or female?

Something’s off! Look at the head again!
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Mathematical problems
How are they distributed in the counties?

What’s “1 unknown”? California!

Wait, so we were. . .
counting twice for each gender, and then twice again for each county!
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Mathematical problems
The World Bank data set with estimates of the percent of each country’s
population that lives in an urban environment. From 33.6% in 1960 to
54.3%in 2016.

Notice Eritrea (Asmara, 650K), St. ! Martin and Kosovo
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Mathematical problems

Let’s think about North America

Question
How to calculate the percent for the entire region from these three
country-level figures?
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Mathematical problems

Let’s average!

Or wait. . .

mean
(

urban US
total US

,
urban Canada
total Canada

,
urban Bermuda
total Bermuda

)
̸=

urban US + urban Canada + urban Bermuda
total US + total Canada + total Bermuda
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Mathematical problems

You need the totals before you calculate!
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Mathematical problems

A general picture
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Mathematical problems

One pound-force second (Lockheed) = 4.45 Newton (NASA); $327.4 million
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Mathematical problems

cost or revenue with different currencies

inventory with different units of measure: units, boxes, palettes etc.

temperatures: Celsius, Fahrenheit, Kelvin

doing math with any quantity with suffixes such as K or M

latitude and longitude in degrees minutes seconds (DMS) versus
decimal degrees (dd)

working with 2-D spatial location using cartesian versus polar
coordinates

working with angles in degrees versus radians

shipping dates when working with calendar days versus business days

Solution
Prepare or read carefully the metadata.
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